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Breast Cancer Prevention Model

 Studied Techniques: logistic regression, linear discriminate analysis, artificial 

neural network and so on.

 Objective: compare performance of SVM and SVM ensembles over small and 

large scale breast cancer datasets.



Dataset
 Small scale: 

699 data samples: 458 benign (65.5%) and 241 (34.5%) malignant;
11 different features: 1. sample code number;

2-10: 9 attributes range from 1 to 10; 
i.e. clump Thickness, Uniformity of Cell, Marginal Adhesion;
11. class: (benign, malignant)

 Large scale: 
102294 data samples;
117 different features: detection of breast cancer from X-ray images of the breast

 feature selection(GA): to filter out unrepresentative features;
Small scale: 10 feature;
Large scale: 36 features



Experimental Procedure
dataset
• 90% training
• 10% testing

constructing 
SVM classifier 

ensembles
Feeding into testing 

set

3 single SVM

6 SVM ensembles



Kernel Function

 Lineal kernel function: K(xi,xj) = Φ(xi) *Φ (xj),  Φ : Rd → Hf, d < f . 

 RBF kernel function:

 Polynomial kernel function:



Classifier Ensembles

combining multiple 
classifiers

bagging independently

boosting sequentially



training  
set base classifiers

bootstrap samples
(sampling with 
replacement)

the ensemble

Bagging



 Create Bootstrap samples of 
a training set using sampling 
with replacement

 Each bootstrap sample is 
used to train a different 
component of base classifier

 Classification is done by 
plurality voting



training  set

ensemble base classifier update sample weights 
based on the previous 

classifier

the ensemble

Boosting



 Sequential training of weak learners

 Each base classifier is trained on data 

that is weighted based on the 

performance of the previous classifier

 Each classifier votes to obtain a final 

outcome



Comparison between Bagging and 
Boosting

 Sampling
Bagging: training set is chosen with replacement and train sets of each round are independent.
Boosting: train set does not change for each round.

 Weight
Bagging: evenly
Boosting: weight changes based on he loss function(error). Less the accuracy, larger the weight.

 classifier
Bagging: classifiers weight evenly
Boosting: every classifier has corresponding weight. Classifier which is more accurate has larger weight.

computation
Bagging: classifier generated simultaneously
Boosting: classifier generated order by order because the parameters used in n-th model are produced by 

the (n-1) th model
 Variance

Bagging: variance decreases as number of model increases



Compare SVM and SVM ensembles
 Classification accuracy

 ROC (receiver operation characteristic)

 F-measure

 Computational times of training



Experimental Results

 The performance of single SVM classifiers vs SVM classifier ensembles

SVM ensembles > single SVM classifier

 The performance of applying genetic algorithm (GA)

Small scale: with GA > without GA



Comparison of the the classification accuracy, 
ROC, and F-measure of the top 3 classifiers
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